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Abstract. This paper addresses the problem of recovering the generat-
ing curve of a surface of revolution from a single uncalibrated perspective
view, based solely on the object’s outline and two (partly) visible cross-
sections. Without calibration of the camera’s internal parameters such
recovery is only possible up to a particular transformation of the true
shape. This is however sufficient for 3D reconstruction up to a 2DOF
transformation, for recognition of objects, and for transfer between views.
We will describe the basic algorithm and show some examples.

1 Introduction

This paper describes a method for the recovery of the generating function of a
Surface of Revolution (SOR) from a single image. Ignoring the usual unknowns
scale and position the generating function could be used for a reconstruction up
to a particular subgroup of 3D-projective transformations with only 2 degrees
of freedom (DOF). Additionally, the generating function can be used directly
for recognition of the SOR from an arbitrary view point, provided the method
of matching plane curves is invariant to a projective transformation. Transfer of
the contour between views finally can be used for verification.

Most algorithms for the reconstruction of SORs (or, more generally, Straight
Homogeneous Generalised Cylinders, SHGCs) go back to [1], where a possible
algorithm for the identification of a SHGC’s axis from its outline was given, on
to an algorithm for the identification of a SHGC’s ending cross-sections in [2],
and [3,4,5,6] who all gave algorithms for the reconstruction of SHGCs from
orthographic views (e. g. approximated by a tele-lens). For SORs the approach
in [5,6] was recently extended to work with any calibrated camera [7]. All of these
algorithms require knowledge about the actual camera used, and mostly even a
particular camera geometry, in addition to the object’s outline and at least one
(partly) visible cross-section. The cross-section could be a discontinuity in the
SOR’s generating function such as the flat top or bottom of an object, or surface
markings. Our novel algorithm by contrast requires the outline and two partly
visible cross-sections, but no additional information about the imaging process
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Fig. 1. SORs as either a rotational surface or as a stack of circular cross-sections.

— it is in fact invariant not only to perspective transformation, but the entire
projective group.

Other methods for the reconstruction of SORs previously employed by us
were e. g. based on a number of distinguished points [8,9]. In [10] we gave an
algorithm for the computation of an SOR’s projectively (quasi-) invariant signa-
ture and in [11] these methods demonstrated a recognition-rate similar to that of
appearance-based approaches. Since we already demonstrated in [12,6] that the
identification and grouping of potential SORs in cluttered images is possible, we
will in this paper concentrate on simple images so as not to confound the issues.

This paper is structured as follows: we will recall the basic properties of
an SOR in Sec. 2; Section 3 gives a description of the actual algorithm used
for the projective reconstruction as well as some examples, and applications to
recognition and transfer will be discussed in Sec. 4.

2 Object Model

There are two traditional models for the construction of Surfaces of Revolution.
Most commonly used is that of a generating function r(z) being rotated around
the axis of revolution, resulting in a surface

S = (r(z) cos(φ), r(z) sin(φ), z)T
, (1)

compare Fig. 1. Our intentions, however, are best served if we understand an
SOR as a special case of a Straight Homogeneous Generalised Cylinder, namely
one with a circular cross-section where the axis goes through the centre of the
cross-section, and the cross-section is orthogonal to the axis. In such a model the
circular cross-section is swept along the SOR’s axis and scaled according to a
scaling function (equivalent to the planar generating function mentioned above);
further simplifying this model a little, we can imagine an SOR to be constructed
out of (infinitely) many circular cross-sections stacked on top of each other.
Figure 1 illustrates both models. The idea of forming the SOR outline as an
envelope of circles is the backbone of the novel method presented here.
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Fig. 2. Projectively distorted outline of an SOR in arbitrary position, and the rectified
version symmetric around the y-axis

3 Projective Reconstruction

In this section we will show how, from a single image, an SOR’s generating
function r(z) can be recovered up to a 2 DOF subgroup of the plane projec-
tive transformations (discounting the usual overall scale ambiguity and an offset
along the axis). All that is needed is the image of an SOR’s outline and two of
its cross-sections, C1 and C2, two conics.

The algorithm proceeds by first identifying and grouping possible SORs in the
image and computing a transformation into a rectified frame where the outline as
well as the image of the two cross-sections C1 and C2 will be symmetric around
the y-axis; this can always be done using the algorithms described in [10,12,
6] and will not be discussed in any detail. From there a planar homography
into a distinguished frame is found where the image of each cross-section will
be a circle; this immediately results in a projective reconstruction �(y) of the
generating function r(z). We will now describe the process in more detail, but
touching only lightly on most of the previously published results mentioned
above.

The identification and grouping of an SOR’s outline draws heavily on the
fact that the two sides of its outline (i. e. on both sides of the projection of the
axis) are related by a planar harmonic homology, which can be calculated quite
accurately using one of [10,12]. Once this homology has been found it is always
easily possible to rectify the outline in such a way that it will be symmetric
around the y-axis of a 2D-plane. Figure 2 gives an example of a severely distorted
image of an SOR and its rectified version, which is symmetric around the y-axis.

The outline or contour of an SOR is the image of the so called contour gen-
erator, the set of points where rays through the viewpoint are tangent to the
object; this will generally be a space-curve in 3D, and no straightforward in-
variant transformation exists between the outline as observed in the image and
the generating function. For each individual cross-section however such a trans-
formation is easily found, and since all cross-sections were originally completely
contained within the SOR they will, after projection, be completely contained
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Fig. 3. Independent of viewpoint a planar homography from the image plane onto a
distinguished plane exists such that the images of all cross-sections become circles

within the SOR’s projected 2D-outline — this means that the outline is nothing
else but the envelope of all these projected cross-sections.

For each view the position of the centre of projection uniquely determines the
view-cone and therefore the contour-generator. However, it does not determine
the position of the image-plane, and it is possible to generate the information
on any such plane from the information on any other plane by a simple plane
to plane projective transformation, a so called planar homography. This means
that we are free to put a virtual image plane wherever we like. There exist in
particular a set of distinguished image planes that maintain the y symmetry and
where the projection of each circular cross-section will again be a circle; these
are the planes which are parallel to the cross-sections in 3D, and in particular
any plane containing a cross-section. In Fig. 3 this is illustrated for a cylinder.

How do we find the homography from the image-plane into one of these
distinguished planes? Since the rectified outline is symmetric around the y-axis
this must also hold for the images of the two cross-sections, which can therefore
be parameterised as conics of the form xT Cx = 0 with

Ci =




1 0 0
0 Ci

Ei

2
0 Ei

2 Fi


 . (2)

The homography we are looking for needs to apply some projective skew in y-
direction such that the aspect ratios of both conics will be the same, as well as
some anisotropic scaling along one of the two axes (we choose the x-axis) such
that both conics will become circles, it therefore has the form

H =




s 0 0
0 1 0
0 b 1


 . (3)

If x′ = Hx is the image of the point x under the homography H, then

C ′
i = H−T CiH

−1 =




1
s2 0 0
0 Ci − bEi + b2Fi

Ei

2 − bFi

0 Ei

2 − bFi Fi


 (4)
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Fig. 4. Original photographic image (a), (d); outline, conics, and the conics’ vanishing
line (b), (e); outline and conics transferred onto a distinguished plane (c), (f). Note
that (a) displays serious non-linear distortions, which have a negative impact on the
calculations — the top conic appears to sit above the object in (c)

is how the two conic-cross-sections C1 and C2 will transform, and based on our
requirement that both conics should have the same aspect-ratio after transfor-
mation, we can calculate two possible values for b as

bI/II =
(E1 − E2) ±

√
(E1 − E2)

2 − 4(C1 − C2)(F1 − F2)

2(F1 − F2)
. (5)

The line � = (0, 1, 1/b)T is the planes’ vanishing line within the rectified image.
The two different values for b code the two different cases where either both
conics are viewed from the same side, i. e. the viewpoint is completely above
or below both conics, and the line � will be outside the object, and the case
where one conic is viewed from above and one from below, i. e. the viewpoint
is somewhere between the two conics, and so is the line �, which intersects the
object. Figure 4(a)+(d) show two pictures of real objects, each corresponding to
one of the two cases for b in (5), as well as the objects’ outlines, conics and the
lines � = (0, 1, 1/b)T in Fig. 4(b)+(e).

Once b has been found it is then easy to find a solution for s based on the
stipulation that the conics should be circles after scaling; this solution is

s =
(
Ci − bEi + b2Fi

)−1/2
. (6)

Since the knowledge of b and s uniquely determines the homography H
in (3) we can next transfer the outline into this distinguished plane. We also
know that here the images of all cross-sections are circles and that the outline
is the envelope of all these circles; we can therefore in reverse find the images of
all intermediate cross-sections as circles which are 1) fully contained within the
outline, have 2) their centres on the image of the SOR’s axis, and are 3) tangent
at two corresponding points of the outline. The left image of each set in Fig. 5
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Fig. 5. The outline of an SOR as the envelope of cross-sections (left image of each set),
a projective reconstruction of the generating function (middle image of each set), and
an alternative representation of the generating function (right)

shows the image of an SOR’s outline on the distinguished plane, as well as some
of the inscribed cross-sections.

Once the centre (0, y)T and radius � have been computed for each circle we
immediately have a projective reconstruction �(y) of the generating function.
From Fig. 3 it can be seen that y is related to the true distance along the axis z
by a line to line projective transformation; the complete 3 × 3 plane projective
transformation can be represented as (r, z, 1)T = G · (�, y, 1)T with

G =




a 0 0
0 asy ty
0 c 1


 (7)

which is of the same basic form as (3) and — ignoring the usual overall scale
ambiguity and choice of origin (a = 1 and ty = 0) — has 2 DOF, which code the
vertical vanishing point (in c) and aspect-ratio (in sy). Examples are shown in
the middle image of each set in Fig. 5.

However, while being projectively equivalent to the original generating func-
tion it will in general not be very similar by human standards — this is par-
ticularly true for Fig. 5(c). We have therefore used the inverse of (3) to project
the reconstructed outline back into the rectified image, where the projective re-
construction will generally look more realistic. The right image of each set in
Fig. 5 shows this projection. How close these are to an Euclidean reconstruction
depends on the viewing-position. For near orthographic projections (c = 0) the
reconstruction will already be true up to anisotropic scaling, but in that case we
could have used one of [5,6], requiring only one cross-section instead of two.

4 Applications

The recovered generating function can be used to reconstruct the surface up to
the particular projective ambiguity G given in (7) above. However, it can also be
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Fig. 6. Examples of transfer from one particular view of an SOR into a second view

used directly (despite the projective ambiguity) for two other tasks: recognition
and transfer, and we describe these now.

Ignoring self-occlusion, the recovered generating curve is within a projective
transformation of the true generating curve, so any method for projectively in-
variant curve representation may be used to recognise it. This is more powerful
than the distinguished points previously used by us [8,9], since the entire gener-
ating curve can be matched rather than just the isolated points available on the
original outline; a number of possible representations are cited in [13,14,15].

The result could then e. g. be verified using transfer, i. e. given an SOR’s
outline and two cross-sections in one image, and the corresponding two cross-
sections in a second image, we are trying to predict the contour in that second
image; the predicted and measured outline have to agree. Although for each view
the generating function can only be recovered up to a 2 (4) DOF ambiguity as
described in (7), it is still possible to compute the map between the generating
function and the image contour for any view in which the two cross-sections have
been specified, using the construction of Sec. 3 in reverse, generating the contour
as the envelope of cross-sections. The position and radii of the two cross-sections
serve to uniquely compute the missing parameters in (7).

Figure 6 gives an example of the transfer of a contour from one view of
an SOR into a different view of the same SOR, this demonstrates nicely the
correctness of the reconstruction. The cusps on the second contour (as, indeed, all
contours inside the object-outline) correspond to parts of the contour generator
which, for opaque objects, can not be observed in that second, slightly more
tilted view. This effect is called self-occlusion. The part of the contour generator
corresponding to the self-occluded bit of the contour can never be reconstructed
from contour-information alone (although it might be possible to use grey-level
cues) and will consequently be missing from the reconstruction, something which
an algorithm for the recognition of SORs would need to take into account.

5 Conclusion

We have demonstrated a simple method which, based on the outline of an SOR
and two cross-sections, can easily create a projective reconstruction for all parts
of the generating function where the object is not (self-) occluded. This method
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does not require any knowledge about the camera but does in fact work for an
arbitrary projective transformation of the contour. The resulting reconstruction
can then be used to recognise the object by any of a number of projectively
invariant approaches, or to calculate the transfer into additional views.
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